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Joe Lockhart: Good afternoon and welcome to the DAILY Shadow Briefing --started a 
month ago in the absence of any White House briefings.  It's been 94 days since the 
last briefing and in the last month alone we've done more Shadow Briefings than 
@PressSec has in over 300 days. 
 
The President made an important announcement a few hours ago. @PressSec will be 
stepping down from her post as Invisible Press Secretary at the end of the month.  The 
President wished her well and thanked her for her service.  The President also said he 
expects a seamless transition in the office.  While no successor has been chosen, 
POTUS assured senior staff that no one would begin briefing again, the continuous lies 
to the press and the public will continue with no drop-off, reporters will be treated 
continuously as enemies of the people and @realDonaldTrump will continue to drive 
media strategy through his twitter feed and the mix of medications that currently 
regulate his mood.   
 
Q. Can you comment on reports that this wild success of the #ShadowBriefings played 
a role in pushing @PressSec out. 
 
A. Now is not the time to make this about me and the Shadow briefing, but as long as 
I'm here, let's talk a little about me.  As some of you know, @PressSec would have 
been my handle if Twitter existed in 1998.  Ms. Sanders has done a lot to differentiate 
herself from my role and the role of Press Secretaries who proceeded her.   
 
First, her commitment to the truth was non-existent.  No one can forget her prominent 
role in the Mueller Report for admitting sliming James Comey with a story she 
completely made up.  Under oath and afraid of going to jail was the only thing that could 
compel her to tell the truth.  She was disrespectful with reporters singling out several for 
ridicule and she attacked political opponents or anyone who challenged the President 
with primordial gusto.  Perhaps most importantly, she ended the WH tradition of holding 
a daily briefing so the public had a chance, through the reporters, of holding the 
President accountable every day.  These are all traits that are antithetical to anyone 
else who's held the office including me, have I mentioned me in a while?  
 
For all those reasons, the President is very sorry to see her go and will miss her advice, 
counsel, misdirection, obfuscation and downright lying very much.   



 

 
Q. So she was not pushed out?   
 
A. POTUS was very happy with her but personal concerns were paramount for her. 
 
Q. Can you elaborate on what those concerns were.   
 
A. As you know Sarah has a young family and this is a particularly important 
development period for teaching young kids how to lie, how to be a bigot and how to be 
shameless.  Sarah was always appreciative of her Dad's willingness to spend time with 
her on these subjects when she was young. 
 
Let me take on another tough subject we've been getting today about some of the 
President's tweets. Earlier today the President cited meeting with the Prince of Whales 
as a testament to how smart he is. 
 
Now many have speculated that the genius President did this to take attention away 
from his disastrous interview with ABC News.  I'd love to tell you that is true, but we're 
aware of a story coming out in the Sun in London tomorrow that has audio of the 
President referring to Prince Harry as the Duke of Dolphins and Ms. Markle as the 
Dauphin of Dolphins.  So, no use in trying to spin this one.  The President just didn't 
know that Wales is an actual place and that the British Monarchy does not name their 
Royals after large what he called sea creatures. 
 
Let me also address the Stephanopolous interview.  The Lester Holt interview went so 
well for the President, he thought let George hang out for a couple of days would be 
great.  And boy George (see what I did there) got a bunch of good stuff.  It was the 
POTUS at his best. 
 
Demonstrating an indifference, hostility and lack of knowledge of the law.  And making 
Volume 1 of the Mueller Report relevant again.  He was pissed they didn't find out about 
his collusion so he promised to do it again.  Genius. 
 
Two more quick points before I have to run, I have real live reporters calling asking real 
live questions, @KellyannePolls would have been fired long ago by any other 
Administration. But proudly @realDonaldTrump is a master of loyalty and will keep her 
on...loyalty to himself.  
 
And speaking of keeping on, Shadow Briefing isn't going anyplace anytime soon.  As 
long as the WH doesn't brief or briefs with a series of lies, we'll be here to keep the 
country informed.   
 
The twitter machine replayed a statement from Sanders saying she wanted to be 
remembered for being "transparent and honest". Luckily she didn't say any of that 
hooey to @realDonaldTrump during the interview process. And luckily for her she must 
have been kidding when she said it.  By all objective measures, Sanders was a 



 

failure.  She failed to keep the public informed, she was outed for being dishonest and 
she helped fuel the idea that the press is the enemy of the people.  That's why Trump 
loves her so much. 
 

 
 
 
 

 


